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That was David Icke a man who helped many wake up but not without his critics, from 

my perspective his link up with Alex Jones raised many concerns. But I have always said 

I will support people who do or say the right thing and that speech was right on point. 

Tonight is a big show and many words will be spoken and a whole range of emotions will 

bleed through, it is a line in the sand show in many ways, I will pull no punches and 

deliver not what you want to hear, but you need to hear, and will include the occasional 

and rarely used in our shows - F bombs. Happy birthday to Russell who has come such a 

long way on his own journey and I am proud to have witnessed it. Message for people 

who are in bed sick for ailments for Sal and Catherine, support for those two members 

and message for two other members in bed for other reasons - get r done!! Protests all 

over the globe happening...Berlin, London, Canada, Australia, Belarus, South Korea, 

Hong Kong, Israel, Lebanon, Ireland...and many more. People are sick and tired of the 

restrictions and not buying into the fear anymore. They are losing the narrative now 

badly, expect a backlash of draconian measures following an incident or several. As Mr. 

Icke said we are living in historic times for the people of the world, and none moreso for 

the so called conspiracy theorists, branded idiots, nuts and cast out of families and society 

for having the temerity to be brave and speak the truth, but guess what? We have been 

proven right time and time again, and that is in spite of the real rogue elements that are 

riddled through 95% plus of alt media as well. It is indeed historic and you should all be 

proud of your own participation in it. As the virus starts to turn back on the very people 

who implemented it, September 1st marks the downward spiral of the old system 

collapsing, all must participate in every way possible to push it on it's way. If Trump 

wont implement change, and Biden is a complete and utter waste of life force energy and 

is symbolic of the fall of the American empire, mute, incomprehensible, doddery and 

impotent, then it is we the people that must facilitate and bring about the change. We are 

now in the most important time of this revealing year, the last month of which was 

deemed crucial and revealed to me in April of last year. Speak up, speak out and speak 

within, the only people who are mad at you for speaking the truth, are those who are 

living the lie. We the people have had enough of lies and are now demanding more and 

more of the truth. The truth is brutal, unpleasant, painful and searching, but it is also 

cathartic, and long term beneficial for those who go through the lie barrier. That barrier is 

a major blockage to progress for all life on this planet, and it is one all must hurdle. We 

are on the precipice of a global shift in perspective, that to my knowledge has not been 

seen since the time of the Ur's and Rus maybe 110K years ago, certainly is a first in more 

modern history. An Earth shaking shift by the people that brings tears to my eyes, out of 

the slumber of being slaves into a new paradigm of speaking, acting and being in the 

truth. Message to the psychopaths, think tank groups, psychology departments, 

Intelligence Agencies and all Governments, it is time to down tools and accept the tide 

has turned and the people will prevail, come and join us in the Earth Restoration Plan. 
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Message to Black Lives Matter quit acting like idiots and pawns of the olds system, 

throw away your black lives matter banners and rhetoric and come and join ALL lives 

matter. Message to all people quit with the fear and little me programs, you are the 

power, you are the solution and you are the savior. 

 

We had a great Zoom call with Harald Thiers this week and delivering information on the 

Cosmic Towers, a recording of the audio will be out soon. But this Saturday at 3pm est 

we will have another call and decide how or if we proceed with this based on your own 

understanding of it.  

 

On Sunday for those with issues connected to astral rape wish to come forward and tell 

their story and receive support, we will have another zoom call for those people who have 

suffered, this call is for astral rape and entity issues only and for the people who have 

experienced and need help only, it is not an open zoom call. 

 

I am looking for qualified tax accountant familiar with business and personal taxes from 

within the THI structure.  

 

"I am Rogue hear me roar, Working to bring the light and nothing more Creating through 

action a better future we will see, One for all people, it’s time to be free Many wish for 

the darkness and they work against the light They work to cause havoc and delight in the 

fright Nothing will delay this action toward good, All shall be uncovered, we shall see 

under the hood The light will quell the darkness and calm the night. I stand guard over 

the children to deliver them from their plight No more destruction, no more shall it be, 

Time for everyone for the all to see I am a keeper of truth and my ray burns bright, I am 

Rogue and I am a Warrior for the Light" 

 

What is important in terms of VALUE, is how much service WE can give to the world, 

and how much WE can get done, and how much better WE can make things. These are 

important things. These are all that are important. A bank account never measured the 

worth of a man. His ability to HELP measured his worth and that's all. A bank account 

can assist one to help, but where it ceases to do that it becomes useless.     for MAN : The 

VALUE of SURVIVAL : Having food, shelter, job, peace, friends, schools ...... For 

SPIRIT : The VALUE of FREEDOM. As of TODAY  ..... The VALUE of Survival and 

of Freedom has A PRIZE : Constant and continual alertness is the price of Survival and 

of Freedom. Constant willingness to fight back is the price of Survival and of Freedom. A 

man has no more VALUE than that he can HELP others.  In The Book of Origins, 

chapter 10 :7 :- There are seven absolute values, which are: Love, Truth, Beauty, 

Wisdom, Goodness, Creativity and Justice. 
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John Darash has sent you a group email from National Liberty Alliance. ONLY THE 

PEOPLE CAN SAVE OUR REPUBLIC Donald J. Trump said: “Our movement is about 

replacing a failed and corrupt political establishment with a new government controlled 

by you the American people.” Thomas Jefferson said "If a nation expects to be ignorant 

and free in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never will be….” Our 

Sheriffs are as ignorant to the Constitution as we are, only you can change that. It’s the 

very least you can do! Go to - https://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/county-sheriff-

project And Join our Campaign for Constitutional Sheriffs 

 

Retired Sheriff Richard Mack, founder of the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers 

Association (CSPOA), has been training county sheriffs for more than a decade on how 

to keep their oath of office. Now, due to the excessive tyrannical COVID dictates 

terrorizing the nation, there is a new-found demand for the services of CSPOA, and they 

recently started a monthly “Ask Sheriff Mack Any Question You Want” call-in program 

to educate people on the Constitutional role of County Sheriffs. In his most recent call in 

August, he revealed that he has been in contact with sheriffs in California, and that they 

claim that there are at least 40 sheriffs in California who oppose Governor Newsom, and 

that’s out of 58 sheriffs! 

 

Vindictive: the act to seek revenge, marked by or resulting from a desire to hurt; spiteful. 

But what happens when that act comes back to bite the one implementing it? Time 

always tells. True intent matters in this next phase, ALL will see. 

 

The strange quirks of life and the 4 year loop I became aware of in 2013 and presented 

later in shows once I got personal confirms, has reared up some interesting correlations 

for me again this year. On May 4th 2016 I went against information put out about Neil 

Keenan and we parted ways. On May 4th 2020 Kim and I had a minor disagreement 

about words Kim had said to me, and we parted ways. In August 2016 Neil Keenan 

launched a technology a bio healing device that costs a lot of money In August 2020 Kim 

launched a technology healing device that costs a lot of money Only difference between 

the two is Neil backed off and in part apologized in July.  

 

Tank gave an impassioned speech and promise of student loans being eliminated by a 

Trump speech by the weekend. Saturday and Sunday came and went like the previous 

Monday promise. All very disappointing. Following on from my raising concerns about 

the bio machine, not who is promoting it. In a small excerpt of their last show there was 

talk about the machine and how all the software in the machines, are corrupted when 

attempted to be used in America. Evidence came forward of the same machines being 

reverse engineered and also being corrupted, but they at Lifeforce were going to acquire 

the original none corrupted machines direct from manufacturer and designer of the 

product. Trump was supposed to announce this machine to the American public also, and 
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failed to do so. Perhaps it would be better to not announce anything ahead of time, as it 

looks bad when the public are let down, following failed promises. Making sensational 

headline grabbing promises on a weekly or bi weekly basis, all of which have failed to 

date, is not the way forward for any show, new or otherwise, and sadly resembles most of 

the rest of the alt media circuit over the duration it has been running. This show was 

meant to be different, honest and up front, delivering real news and not as one member 

put it, turning into an infomercial broadcast with glitz and glam, all image based and no 

substance, which resembles they MSM which we are trying to replace, not add to. The 

Trustee has stated she will buy one for each state at least with the Trust funds, some 

people have asked me how she can pay for these machines and yet not fund the people? 

perhaps that can be answered in their next show, to be clear yet again this is not a 

challenging or trick question. 

 

This is a synopsis of comments made to me over the past few months. Over the past few 

months much has been said in private, many people are unhappy, some people are angry 

at the rejection of them, and some are furious, mainly females that another female public 

figure has gone astray and basically gone away from the common touch of we the people, 

and followed the well trodden elite path of ego, bad manners and general arrogance, that 

is what is and has been said. Not by a few but by many, and not limited to our group 

either, as several of their own members, and people out of NLA have expressed disgust 

and aghast at what has unfolded. Some people have tried to fix that, some people left our 

group to follow the money program, and that is ok, you follow your own path based on 

how far you have developed. Some of their own members have come to me recently and 

apologized to me, some of their members and even some of Team Bubba members have 

now asked to join or rejoin THI again in the past few weeks, will they be let back in the 

group? in most cases yes, people make mistakes in life, including me, and it is about all 

of us learning those lessons mistakes bring, and doing things in a better way in the future. 

The gist of what was said, was we at THI were right all along, me personally I don't care 

too much about being proven right, I wish it would have never taken place to begin with, 

but some people will always have agendas, follow their own self importance path and 

believe the lies to fulfill their base levels and agendas. I said time would tell, and it 

appears it has. 

 

So, what is my opinion and thoughts. Yes I am fully aware of what is and has gone on in 

their group recently, including plans to bring me and THI down from as far back as 

October last year, although that person has tried that since September 2018. It failed. The 

same person tried to do the same to NLA harvesting ideas and members for donations 

that ultimately went missing, funny how only THI has to make every cent accountable 

and yet no one else does, particularly in the world of Tank. How about some transparency 

Tank of where all of the funds donated via 6-8 separate donation schemes has been 

spent? Money going missing out of accounts, accounts being emptied, people paying 
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thousands of dollars to help with the start up of LifeForce/UNC and then being blocked 

out of the group, people being vetted to just go on a call, all very old system over 

officious that, or paranoia has set in, either way it is not conducive to an open and 

welcoming group. Further issues with security and apps and Tank lying to the public of 

he made a mistake with the password, the question is and remains to be answered is, why 

do you need a facial recognition, finger print and tracking app to join an internet group to 

begin with? the lure of the funds should not overlook the need to protect yourself from 

being datamined. Everyone already has an app, it is called a brain, if only more people 

used it. An element of overcharging for the bio machines, several of you have come 

forward over that, and I promise you that is not the all of it, but you get the gist, and it is 

all very sad. One high profile member already bombed out, another expected to follow 

and it is all imploding, which again I find sad, I shouldn't after what they have done, but I 

do. It is not about me or even THI it is about all the people coming together, and this 

group to date has done nothing but make empty promises that failed, although my own 

personal position of that is known to the Trustee, I said it often enough as to why many of 

those promises have failed as far back as December 2018, did she listen? clearly not. It 

has split the movement going forward that THI had assembled with Randy, Jimi, Ava 

Cowan, NLA and Alan, all except the NLA guys have left and left a strew of carnage. All 

because of one person with over inflated self importance, who not only wanted my job, a 

job he cannot do I might add, but wanted the Trustee job as well, paraphrasing a quote 

from February "look Kim you have to hand over the role of the Trustee to me, because 

your a woman and no one is or will listen to you, they will only listen to me" that was 

told to me by Kim and indicative of that man. I guess your fortune tellers or mystics were 

fake Tank, and the other despite her higher status cannot apologize or act in the right 

manner, the latter of which has been telling people total lies to cover her own failing, 

time will always tell on your own actions, whilst some played vindictive, I got 

vindicated. The only winners of this all is the old system, riddled with division, self 

importance rather than doing important work, envy and vindictiveness, arrogance and 

lies, and why we the people have always struggled to build momentum of a group for and 

by the people. New ventures only work now with the right intent, and none of them 

started that group off with the right intent. Only one person will get all the flak as only 

one person in the group carries titles and positions, but that one person wants to play ego 

and big fish in a very small pond that is filled with piranha, at some point whether she is 

directly orchestrating all of this or not, it becomes a case of guilt by association. 

Prominent people around the world are looking on aghast, this is not how the 

mitochondrial Eve should be acting dividing good people and spreading lies, it is just not. 

Whether speaking to me again or not, it becomes irrelevant if you have destroyed the 

foundation you had been built upon and around you, and ultimately she is the one who 

takes the fall. Reputations take a long time to build, but collapse an awful lot quicker, and 

rebuilding them takes even longer, that is legacy of what has unfolded in the past 4-6 

months, and still to this day that fills me not with satisfaction I was proven right, but deep 
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sorrow of what has unfolded. According to some higher up the chain they are thinking 

now that I was the brains behind it all, and Kim is just some dumb blonde, that is not and 

was never the case, but that is the perception she has now created. 

 

Asking for our members who are involved now or in the past with John, Karl and Gerard 

to step up please, as NLA has undergone a harvesting of their members and ideas by the 

LifeForce and UNC channels with their plagarised assemblies. If they were genuine 

about the people they would have joined their members with the more established NLA 

group last year, they didn't and elements within their group are intent on destroying the 

few groups left in the alt media working for and by the people. 

 

So it is now all so obvious now of what I knew a long time back, of a plot to isolate me 

and our group and then destroy it with a plethora of lies, look at those who left in past 6 

months, 4 show host connections, practically all of shows I have been on in the past, plus 

NLA came under attack, the Trustee and whether she is in involved in it or not is 

irrelevant at this point, well guess what, I and we are now in our bubble of isolation and 

yet we are all still here, fighting and dare I say it flourishing, another failed plot. I will 

always do and say what is right for our listeners at THI, our show is not for the all 

because it tells you the raw facts and truths too many do not want to hear, time will and 

has proven our show correct on many occasions. All done and stated at great cost and 

sacrifice to my own life and largely not for my benefit either, it is done for your benefit 

not mine. I have accumulated a vast quantity of knowledge, insight and wisdom, and 

don't need intel with those skill sets, all done in a way that allows for understanding, 

processing, healing and a path to the future for us all. I said we would think and act 

different and we have, I said we would all combine with an equal say and footing and we 

have, I said we would build a family and we have, not I have but we have, and no money 

based character, looking and acting like a used car salesman will alter that fact, even the 

dinar people after him now, I guess you reap what you sow. I was asked today as further 

interesting revealings have come to my attention, of would I support or protect Kim in the 

future? my answer was providing she does the right things I will support her, but she is 

and has been way off track for many months now, and barely recognizable, ultimately it 

all comes down to her. Whilst others rose only she fell, but that was her lesson to 

overcome and redeem herself and the mission. 

 

Some statements from Catherine Austin Fitts that is more near the mark, than much of 

her previous stuff and is perhaps indicative. "We are in the process that I would recall is a 

global reset, the entire financial system is being reset. There are two aspects of this: One 

is extending the old system, and the other is bringing in the new system. It's very much 

being done on the fly by trial and error, but the new system is 100% digital." "If you look 

at the tyranny they are working on delivering, I don't think most people realize how 

hideous some of their plans are. So, the tyranny that's coming and the printing that's 
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coming is greater than anything we have seen so far. . . . The Fed started a new round of 

QE in March, and if you look at the extent of that, it is extraordinarily inflationary. One 

has to ask is the digital wallet and the QE funding all linked to one person or group? 

Trump was asked on national TV this week where did all the money come from? given 

we were told only the Trust has that sort of funds, perhaps they need to bring some clarity 

to the situation, as many people are now getting concerned of how the Trustee is 

operating, for hers and our sakes please deliver some clarity on the situation without the 

malice that has preceded other questions. THI did not create that mistrust you did, please 

fix it. That's because this time around, the Fed is not just doing $3 trillion in QE. What 

the Fed did in three or four months, what it took them to do in three to five years during 

the so-called financial crisis, that is an extraordinary amount. Then you combine it with 

fiscal stimulus because the Fed is now buying the Treasuries . . . and the Treasury is 

sending checks out to Main Street. We are seeing that money going into the economy that 

is extraordinarily inflationary." "We are basically entering into a war period, and it's 

dangerous. . . . There are many different layers, but this is what World War III looks like. 

The people running things and centralizing economic power and control are saying we 

don't want to share the subsidy anymore with the general population. . . . This is a 

spiritual war between good and evil. Part of that war spreads out to invisible technology 

like mind control." "If you look at where they want to go, their vision is so dark that I 

think the more people recognize and see it, the more they are going to want simple assets 

they can control that are not digital and try to keep them outside the system. Globally . . . 

I think the pressure is going to be on to have precious metals." 

 

With that distraction and madness over we now move onto the madness of the rest of the 

world. Germany have closed the borders, already!! About the mass demonstration for 

freedom and against the totalitarian regime following the covid craze tomorrow in Berlin: 

Hello, I am writing to you from Germany. Worry no more. The 29. 8 in Berlin is going to 

be historic. I just received news that is not yet public. To inform and encourage you: The 

demonstration is expecting about 5 million protesters. The purpose is to stay until the 

government resigns! We have food and drink for 5 days. An airline company who does 

not yet want to go public will bring protesters from many parts of the world. If the 

government falls, they return the money to the passengers! Several bus companies do the 

same. 1200 buses bring protesters from many cities in Europe. They will not return until 

the government falls. A General of the German Military is going to resign on stage. Ships 

and boats are going to block the river Spree. Even helicopters will demonstrate in the air! 

The police are on our side. They will not intervene for masks or distance. We want to 

paralyze all of Berlin. Camps are to be set up all over Berlin. Soon this madness will end 

!! The main group of protestors now are moving onto Warsaw Poland September 12th, I 

am sure are many Polish members will be there and fighting the good cause. 
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Unable to protest on the streets, some activists in Zimbabwe are calling themselves 

“keyboard warriors” as they use social media and graffiti to put pressure on a government 

that promised reform but is now accused of gross human rights abuses. Activists use the 

hashtag #zimbabweanlivesmatter to encourage increased global pressure on President 

Emmerson Mnangagwa’s government. Tens of thousands of people, from Jamaican 

reggae stars to US rap and hip-hop musicians, have joined African celebrities, politicians 

and former presidents in tweeting with the hashtag. However, some analysts say online 

protests might not be enough to move Mr Mnangagwa, who increasingly relies on 

security forces to crush dissent despite promising reforms when he took power after a 

coup in 2017. Tensions are rising anew in the once prosperous southern African country. 

Inflation is over 800%, amid acute shortages of water, electricity, fuel and bank notes and 

a health system collapsing under the weight of drug shortages and strikes by nurses and 

doctors. Revelations of alleged corruption related to Covid-19 medical supplies led to the 

sacking of the health minister and further pressure on Mr Mnangagwa. His government 

has responded to the rising dissent with arrests and alleged abductions and torture. Before 

July, few Zimbabweans knew about Jacob Ngarivhume, a fringe opposition politician. 

Then he went on social media to announce an anti-government protest planned for the 

end of July. Soon, #July31 swelled into a movement. The government panicked, jailed 

Ngarivhume and journalist Hopewell Chin’ono, deployed the military and police to 

thwart the protest and arrested dozens of people who tweeted about it. 

 

As reports now come in of another major US city is now emptying out of people, 

following New York and California, new one emptying out like someone has farted in an 

elevator is, Chicago. Now I wonder who forecasted that some time back? Next stop 

Miami? Seattle? San Francisco? what happens when they all empty out? 

 

Did you know that Greenland is gaining ice at record levels and earlier than ever before, 

normally there is a spike in mid September of increased ice, it started August 8th. Aspen 

Colorado got it's first snow last week, not normally seen until October, ice age anyone? 

Want to know how to bamboozle bots with one question? Ask where is the proof the 

media is correct in what they state? 

 

Message to the fascist police in Australia the world is watching and we the people will 

have our day, not by violence but judgement, tick tock.  

 

Last month, a Turkish warship came one step away from firing missiles at a French naval 

vessel off the coast of Libya. In response, Paris suspended its involvement in Operation 

Sea Guardian — a multinational maritime effort to provide security in the Mediterranean 

Sea and halt the arms trafficking fueling Libya's ongoing civil war. Initially, only eight 

member states — notably excluding both the U.S. and U.K. — supported France's official 

complaint. This was only the latest incident in the increasingly frequent — and 
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exceedingly awkward — tensions between several of Washington's core North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO) allies. Indeed, from South America to East Asia, NATO 

members stand divided over many critical foreign policy issues of the moment. On the 

subject of NATO — as with much else — President Trump is obtuse and ill-informed, 

courtesy of Langley and Deep State actors, plus an unhealthy allegiance to is ra el. Only 

here he isn't exactly wrong, in fact, recent events raise serious questions about the 70-

year old alliance's lingering relevance and utility — as in what, so to speak, NATO is 

for? Sure, The Donald is hardly a bridge-builder, but the media's temptation to blame him 

alone for NATO's growing fissures ultimately misses the mark — and the backstory. 

While his foreign policy fiascos have widened its divisions, the alliance's inherent 

contractions and hypocrisies preceded Mr. Trump. Indeed, some of the current fracture 

traces back to NATO's complicated genesis; the rest, mainly, to the problematic pivot 

after the collapse of its justification-boogeyman — the Soviet Union — and its leading 

American member's hyper-imperial post-9/11 turn. It is all too easy to forget that a 

crumbled Berlin Wall (1989) and collapsed Soviet Union (1991) very well could — and 

possibly should — have spelled the end of an inherently anti-Russian NATO. However, 

misreading internal Soviet collapse as a personal victory, Washington fell prey to 

triumphalist delusions and opportunistically maintained NATO to abet its unipolar 

destiny. Then, even after Mikhail Gorbachev stunningly agreed to the reunification 

(within NATO!) of Germany — a two-time 20th century-invader of his Mother Russia — 

a succession of U.S. presidents reneged on the Soviet premier's one requested (if 

informal) quid pro quo. "Any extension of the zone of NATO is unacceptable," 

Gorbachev had then warned, to which Secretary of State James Baker assured him "there 

would be no extension of NATO's jurisdiction for forces of NATO one inch to the east" 

— though he and many analysts later quibbled about the promise's exact meaning and 

scope. That is on a par with GHW Bush's promise in the Church Committee that no more 

would the CIA interference with the news media, like the NATO assurance they 

predictably lied, it is how they have always operated. Instead, it wasn't three years before 

President Bill Clinton kicked-off NATO's eastward expansion that's now reached into the 

formal boundaries of the old Soviet Union and to the very borders of the current Russian 

Federation. Clinton was forced into attacking Yugoslavia against his own wishes by CIA 

and Deep State actors, that is what you get when you allow the wrong head to think for 

you and have sex with the Monarch Mossad based agent, Lewinsky. NATO is collapsing, 

countries maybe have taken on board what our show and the Trustee has been saying all 

along, they are a private army designed to takeover and rule countries, using the fake 

climate change bill to fund them. Russia is not the collusion, but the illusion, a 

convenient boogeyman used to spread fear and hate, whilst the greed based psychopaths 

plotted against and took over all countries in between. NATO is a deliberate anagram of 

Aton, and we are back to all roads lead back not to Rome, but Egypt for the more modern 

story, and India for the past story. 
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Saudi crown prince had been due to stage public meeting with Israeli prime minister but 

cancelled trip over fears details had been leaked, according to sources. The Crown Prince 

of Saudi Arabia, Mohammed bin Salman, pulled out of a planned visit to Washington DC 

next week to meet the Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, after he feared that 

the news had leaked and that his presence in the US capital would become a "nightmare". 

It had not yet been agreed whether the meeting between the crown prince and Netanyahu 

would have been recorded and then announced or conducted live in front of the cameras. 

But those pushing for it to happen, which included US President Donald Trump and his 

son-in-law and adviser Jared Kushner, see the prospect of a handshake between the men 

as a way to relaunch Mohammed bin Salman's image as a young Arab peacemaker and 

shore up regional support for the US-brokered deal between the United Arab Emirates 

and Israel. In the ensuing statement, the crown prince would have stopped short of 

announcing recognition of Israel, but the meeting itself would have been the strongest 

hint that the kingdom was also on a path towards normalising relations. I think he feared 

arrest being honest as US and Is ra el agents are setting several countries up in that 

region, UAE will become a another proxy state of is ra el. Kushner said blatantly 

unaware of the sheer irony of his scripted statement this week, the Palestinians live in the 

past, whilst backing Israel's thousands of years old claim to the land. No Mr. Kushner 

there is zero evidence of is ra el as a country, state or region ever existing, period. Just 

because some book written by Crown agents in the UK, like King James says so, does not 

make it fact. Where is the proof? The better question is, is Kushner a clone because he 

sure looks like wax and rubber to me. 

 

The U.S. Marshals Service found 39 missing children in Georgia over two weeks in a 

mission known as "Operation Not Forgotten," the agency announced in a press 

release Thursday. The operation led to the rescue of 26 children and the safe location of 

13 others. "These missing children were considered to be some of the most at-risk and 

challenging recovery cases in the area, based on indications of high-risk factors such as 

victimization of child sex trafficking, child exploitation, sexual abuse, physical abuse, 

and medical or mental health conditions," the press release reads. "Other children were 

located at the request of law enforcement to ensure their wellbeing," the release 

continues. "USMS investigators were able to confirm each child's location in person and 

assure their safety and welfare." Nine criminal associates were also arrested and 

investigators cleared 26 arrest warrants. Investigators also filed additional charges for 

alleged crimes related to sex trafficking, parental kidnapping, registered sex offender 

violations, drugs and weapons possession, and custodial interference, according to the 

U.S. Marshals Service. This is one of many raids quietly ongoing around the country and 

indeed the world, as this heinous practice get exposed for all to see, and the children can 

try and rebuild their lives following harrowing events that have unfolded in their recent 

years. Childhoods stolen by psychopaths pushing their child like thinking adult bodies 

onto children for money, sexual gratification and power games. 
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U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officials report the disruption of more than 

160 human smuggling stash house operations this fiscal year just in South Texas. The 

data provides a rare glimpse into the level of Mexican cartel stash house operations 

occurring in this region alone. In the tweet, CBP reported that in South Texas alone in 

Fiscal Year 2020, which still has two months left in the year, the agency has already 

dismantled an astounding 160 stash houses and rescued over 1,600 people. 

 

The US economy shrank at an alarming annual rate of 31.7% during the April-June 

quarter as it struggled under the weight of the fake pandemic. The Commerce Department 

downgraded its earlier estimate of the US gross domestic product last quarter, finding the 

devastation was slightly less than the 32.9% annualised contraction it had estimated at the 

end of July. It was the sharpest quarterly drop on record, with the previous worst 

quarterly fall since record-keeping began in 1947 a 10% annualised loss in 1958. In the 

last quarter, businesses closed and millions of workers lost their jobs as the world’s 

largest economy went into lockdown mode in what succeeded only fitfully in limiting the 

spread of reported viral infections. Unemployment is still high at 10.2%, and roughly one 

million people are applying for jobless aid each week even as the amount of aid they 

receive has shrunk. Though the stock market and home sales are surging, the broader 

economy shows signs of stalling, and millions face potential evictions from their homes. 

 

The Victorian government in Australia is facing a potential class action expected to be to 

the tune of several billion dollars brought by the businesses that have been shut down 

during the state’s stage four restrictions. The class action is open to all Victorian-based 

businesses that were shut down after 1 July, according to an AFR report, and thousands 

are expected to take part. The lawsuit is being launched by Damian Scattini, from 

Sydney-based law firm Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan. Scattini was formerly with 

Maurice Blackburn, the firm known for successfully winning a class action against the 

Queensland Government after the November 2011 floods. 

 

Kpmg and Amazon Aws heavily involved in Australia's health;( especialy victoria the 

Garden state) KPMG has won five tender bids for contracts with the Victorian 

government this year worth more than $4.17 million combined. Three of these were paid 

for by the Department of Health and Human Services to work on projects including the 

management of the government's 12-week COVID-19 testing implementation strategy. 

Amazon Aws running and managing all of Australia's contact tracing database AND 

most probably world wide. Two things spring to mind over this, one is the Trustee stated 

she had shut down KPMG and their servers, which is clearly not the case it seems, and 

secondly this Amazon takeover of operations was stated and forecasted in our Clowns in 

Panic show. 
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TikTok chief executive Kevin Mayer has resigned amid US pressure for its Chinese 

owner ByteDance to sell the popular video app which the White House calls a security 

risk, an app being a safety risk oh my. In a letter to employees, Mr Mayer said his 

decision came after the “political environment has sharply changed”. His resignation 

comes after US President Donald Trump ordered a ban on TikTok unless parent company 

ByteDance sold its US operations to an American company within 90 days. “I have done 

significant reflection on what the corporate structural changes will require, and what it 

means for the global role I signed up for,” Mr Mayer said in the letter. Mr. Mayer was a 

former CEO of Playboy to then become a Executive Vice President for Disney, hmm. 

What amazes me here is, this fear of China and their threats, and yet Trump, his son in 

law and his connections to Kim Goguen, all bring up dealings with and of China. 

Kushner with PPE's and masks, and even Kim with the bio healing machines. Not to 

mention Pelosi, Biden and others of having Chinese links either, is this Chinese security 

risk not a contradictory statement? Or does it all come down to the fact that the CIA, 

NSA and subsidiaries don't own and or control it? 

 

I mentioned earlier of how THI has created a family and we try our best to look after each 

other, and also remember each other. This week marks the 2nd anniversary of a painful 

opening to our show for me personally, and the passing of one of our members, Luna 

Lisa Dougherty, much loved and missed by many still. THI wishes to remember her 

today with this song. 

 

FAKE VIRUS NEWS: A professor has claimed that 91% of neighbourhoods in England 

haven't recorded a coronavirus case in four weeks. John Clancy said that he believes 

lockdowns cause non-coronavirus deaths as well, arguing that putting local areas into 

lockdown 'just in case' was an unacceptable response to "dodgy data". The professor hit 

out at testing procedures in the UK, saying the system is in 'total chaos'. And he hit back 

as fears mount over a local lockdown in Birmingham. In an article titled 'Local lockdown 

lunacy: Putting Birmingham into lockdown would be ridiculous' posted on August 21, he 

argued that 87% of Birmingham's 132 neighbourhoods did not record a single tested 

positive case of Covid-19 in the last week. In the blog, Professor Clancy said: "91 per 

cent of England (that's 51million people) live in neighbourhoods where there hasn't been 

a recorded Covid-19 case in the last 4 weeks." He added: "So-called 'spikes' are occurring 

here, there, and everywhere up and down the country because new testing regimes are 

causing them either with false positives, picking up residual infections or (usually more 

likely) suddenly increased testing in specific areas. 

 

No child who was not already profoundly ill has died of Covid-19 in Britain, a large 

study has indicated, with the researchers saying that the results should reassure parents as 

a new school term begins. The study looked at 260 hospitals in England, Wales and 

Scotland. Out of the 69,500 patients admitted with proven Covid-19 in the first six 
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months of the year, 651 — or 0.9 per cent — were under 19 years of age. Six deaths of 

minors were recorded. Three were newborn babies with other severe health problems. 

The other 3 were aged 15-18 years old also had profound health issues. 

 

In my opinion, and that of many of my colleagues, there has been no Covid Pandemic, 

certainly not in the Surrey region and I have heard from other colleagues this picture is 

the same throughout the country. Our hospital would normally expect to see around 

350,000 out patients a year. Around 95,000 patients are admitted to hospital in a normal 

year and we would expect to see around a similar figure, perhaps 100,000 patients pass 

through our A&E department. In the months from March to June (inclusive) we would 

normally expect to see 100,000 out patients, around 30,000 patients admitted to hospital 

and perhaps 30,000 pass through A&E. This year (and these figures are almost 

impossible to get hold of) we are over 95% down on all those numbers. In effect, the 

hospital has been pretty much empty for that entire period. At the start, staff that 

questioned this were told that we were being used as ‘redundant’ capacity, kept back for 

the ‘deluge’ we were told would come. It never did come, and when staff began to 

question this, comments like, ‘for the greater good’ and to ‘protect the NHS’ came down 

from above. Now its just along the lines of, ‘Shut up or you don’t get paid’. The few 

Covid cases that we have had , get repeatedly tested, and every single test counted as a 

new case. Meaning the figures reported back to ONS / PHE (Office for National Statistics 

& Public Health England) were almost exponentially inflated. It could be that Covid 

cases reported by hospitals are between 5 to 10x higher than the real number of cases. 

There has been no pandemic and this goes a long way to explain why figures for the UK 

are so much higher than anywhere else in Europe. The trust has been running empty 

ambulances during lockdown and is still doing it now. By this I mean ambulances are 

driving around, with their emergency alert systems active (sirens & / or lights) with no 

job to go to. There you have it, their own fake statistics ran by the CIA led John Hopkins 

Center has now doubled back on them, time for people to step up and step out into a less 

Orwellian with masks all tossed in the trash can. If loads of people have the virus and are 

breathing on the masks and then discarding them in open trash, was that not considered a 

major health issue? where were the hazard cans for discarded masks? Just proves it is all 

bs as I stated on this show last January, long before lockdowns and mandates, even 

before the killing off of the elderly to inflate figures. 

 

If you doubted what this show has been telling you all along, that all the institutions 

designed to serve and or protect the people are corrupted at the top level minimum, then 

this piece should surely have you reconsidering your thinking. They ordered vaccine 

manufacturers to turn over their documents and found them graphing how much it would 

cost for a brain damaged baby. They determined that a dead baby costs less than a brain 

damaged baby. By graphing these costs, they determined how much they would need to 

charge for the vaccines to still profit. A judge in NJ ordered one of the companies to 
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produce their documents and only gave them 48 hrs. They did this because the 

manufacturers were already beginning to manipulate data (and lie) to make it harder to 

sue. If the lawyers had been more prepared they would have tried to lock down or clean 

the documents, but since they didn't these things were found. This was in the 80's . This 

was when they could still be sued. This is also when the Tennessee SIDS cluster 

happened, and they decided to split the lots, so that deaths wouldn't happen in clusters 

that could be traced back to the vaccines. I'm sure you know about hot lots now." Prior to 

1986 the vaccine manufacturers could be held liable and sued for vaccine injuries; 

however, they were being sued so often and losing so much money, they went to the 

federal government and threatened to stop making vaccines if they weren't protected. The 

Vaccine Injury Compensation Program was born, Vaccine manufacturers are no longer 

liable from any harm that is caused by their products, the tax payer now has to pay for 

injuries or deaths that occur. It's Interesting at the same time that the Pharmaceutical 

companies were granted immunity from being sued that autism started to skyrocket. In 

2014 alone 3,540 families were compensated through the vaccine injury compensation 

program for death or serious bodily harm caused by vaccines (and those are just the ones 

the government conceded to and not anywhere near the total cases filed.) So far in 2017 

Dozens of families have won cases for over $1.4 million (keep in mind the average award 

is only $250,000 for a lifetime of disability) Where is the outrage? Where are all the 

people screaming for the vaccine manufacturers to be held responsible? There you have 

it, they make drugs not cure people, but for profits with no responsibility should they kill 

or maim the people they sell to, buy off doctors to promote their drugs again they have no 

personal responsibility, and then when it goes wrong, which is over 90% of the time give 

the side effects, they then charge the public for their incompetence, and we tolerate this 

shit? 

 

Here come the label machines technology, divide and conquer aligned with guilt and 

shame programming. An Irish based firm will be the first to launch a digital platform 

aimed at increasing Covid-19 testing for businesses and the public. The ROQU Group, 

based in Dublin, has announced the pilot launch of the Health Passport Ireland, which is 

said to deliver test results in 15 minutes. The system will be downloadable on mobile 

devices, with users able to display or scan their Covid status whenever needed. If the user 

has tested negative, a green status will show on their profile, which turns to amber when 

it is time to be re-tested. The system was engineered in Ireland and it is hoped that the 

Health Passport will allow people to continue daily activities, working with all official 

Covid-19 test types. A national trial of the system will now take place with participants 

including Tallaght University Hospital, Keogh’s Farm, Emerald Freight and a number of 

GPs. President of ROQU, Robert Quirke said: “In the past week alone, unfortunately 

we’ve seen continued frustration and disappointment as restrictions have again been 

tightened due to continued spread of Covid-19. “Health Passport Ireland is designed to 

put a safety net in place where none currently exists, allowing our economy to recover 
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and thrive in a more safely controlled environment. “It is a world-first innovation, 

proudly engineered in Ireland to the highest standards, that will enable business and 

society to finally move forward. The game changer has finally arrived,” added Mr 

Quirke. The ROQU Group has announced that, in addition to Ireland, the Health Passport 

platform will be launched in the US, UK, Italy, Kenya and Germany, with other locations 

to follow.  

 

Did you know the CDC is not an independent agency, but it is actually a vaccine 

company. It holds 20 vaccine patents and sells $4.6B a year of vaccines, so much for 

transparency there - not. This is why a have asked for a public independent commission 

on each division a Government has or interacts with, because all agencies here seem to be 

running a scam not only on the people, but the Government as well.  

 

Common sense pondering time: as this fake epidemic rolls around to 6 months now, the 

great question to ponder on is, if not wearing masks was dangerous, why are all the none 

mask wearing people still alive? 

 

These are the official figures from the CDC for deaths involving Covid. 2/1 0, 2/8 1, 2/15 

0, 2/22 5, 2/29 9, 3/7 25, 3/14 52, 3/21 571, 3/28 3152, 4/4 9999, 4/11 16152, 4/18 

17035, 4/25 15388, 5/2 13109 5/9 11136, 5/16 9133, 5/23 7126, 5/30 6080, 6/6 4948, 

6/13 4158, 6/20 3758 6/27 3714, 7/4 4354, 7/11 5463, 7/18 6717, 7/25 7457 8/1 6993, 

8/8 6058, 8/15 3988 and 8/22 967 Deaths with confirmed or presumed COVID-19, coded 

to ICD–10 code U07.1, presumed? what type of reporting is that? Weerrrlll looks like 

someone got shot in the head by the Clinton's, we will presume it is Covid? is that what 

they are saying? When COVID-19 is reported as a cause of death – or when it is listed as 

a “probable” or “presumed” cause — the death is coded as U07.1. This can include cases 

with or without laboratory confirmation. So, now we have determined they are presenting 

distorted figures based on ass- umption. They have other categories with common core 

thinking statistics like Deaths involving pneumonia, with or without Covid excluding 

influenza, deaths involving flu with or without Covid. What type of accurate reporting is 

that, figure for flu and pneumonia with or without Covid, all very misleading that, you 

either do statistics with or without in separate categories not combine them because the 

figures for flu and pneumonia are now misleading, because the viewer of the statistics 

doesn't know whether the figures are with Covid or without Covid. Mindboggling, this 

type of jackassery and chronic shortage of people who don't comprehend basic math and 

descriptions, is how they get away with false reporting. So, the figures jumped up in the 

same week the clowns issued their hidden martial law, March 21st, coincidence? The rise 

throughout April and May whilst all were under lockdown should have seen a reduction, 

but it didn't, why? Because they were sending sick patients Covid or otherwise into 

nursing homes and killing off the elderly is why, to inflate their figures and reduce their 

welfare payments to people, out of a fund they have already looted and over spent. In 
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June people started protesting and demanding a pull back, that coincided with an increase 

again in their fake statistics, to go look we need to keep the lockdown. 

 

The CDC silently updated their numbers this week to show that only 6% of all 

coronavirus deaths were completely due to the coronavirus alone. The rest of the deaths 

pinned to the China coronavirus are attributed to individuals who had other serious issues 

going on. Also, most of the deaths are very old Americans with co-morbidities. "This 

week the CDC quietly updated the Covid number to admit that only 6% of all the 

153,504 deaths recorded actually died from Covid, That's 9,210 deaths The other 94% 

had 2-3 other serious illnesses & the overwhelming majority were of very advanced age"  

 

So with the CDC being proven to be a private company running under the banner of a 

Government department one needs to highlight the full scale of shenanigans here at this 

point. You have the CIA and subsidiaries who are a private organization running under 

the banner of a Government department and yet has zero oversight of their operations by 

the Government, that is why they are called private contractors, they are not private at all, 

as they still come under the banner of the CIA, hello Robert David Steele. You have the 

NSA and DHA running under the banner of a Government department, yet both are 

private agencies and again with no oversight from the American government, operates to 

spy on American government, people and also the other agencies. You have an oversight 

committee that works directly for the Government, and yet is not allowed to oversight 

anything due to not having the right security clearances. You have a central bank running 

under the banner of a Government department called the Federal Reserve, which is not a 

central bank or even an American company. You have the tax revenue company running 

under the banner of a Government department called the IRS, which is not the actual 

Internal Revenue service, and is not an American company or housed on American soil 

either, the IRS is a Crown based trust based in Puerto Rico. You have the Treasury 

department running under the banner of a Government department, operating outside of it 

also and refuse to take orders from the President. You have a military and Pentagon 

running under the banner of a Government department, when both are operating on 

behalf of the Black Sun or Rothschild's groups. The DOJ running under the banner of a 

Government department, and yet they have no oversight either and also operate outside of 

the system and government, for evidence look at the weekend at Bernie's woman they 

wheel out for meetings, Ruth Ginsberg. I could go on but yet get the gist, but the biggest 

claim that is outside jurisdiction and description is, the US, the United States has zero to 

do with America, and is an EU creation by wealthy bankers and elite families. 

 

TECHNOLOGY: Hacked documents suggest that the FBI is concerned some people may 

be using Ring or other smart doorbells to watch the police. The papers describe a 2017 

incident where someone remotely watched live footage of police preparing to serve a 

search warrant. The information was found online by The Intercept among hacked 
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documents. Previously, privacy advocates have raised concerns about data from smart 

doorbells being shared with police. The hacked papers, known collectively as BlueLeaks, 

were stolen from more than 250 police websites. The document in question is a technical 

analysis bulletin, offering an overview of the opportunities and challenges for police from 

home security systems and smart doorbells. The 2017 incident describes how someone 

under investigation was able to "covertly monitor law enforcement activity while law 

enforcement was on the premises" and alert his neighbour and landlord. It does not name 

the brand of video doorbell used. Yet again our show proven correct and yet again more 

hypocrisy from the authorities, we can film, spy and eavesdrop on you all day and night, 

but point a phone camera or a bell at them and suddenly things are not acceptable. 

 

Elon Musk is due to demonstrate a working brain-to-machine interface as part of his 

ambitious plans to give people superhuman powers. His brain-hacking company, 

Neuralink, applied to start human trials last year. But Friday's demonstration will involve 

a robot and "neurons firing in real time", a series of tweets reveals. The interface could 

allow people with neurological conditions to control phones or computers with their 

mind. But the long-term ambition is to usher in an age of what Mr Musk calls 

"superhuman cognition". People need to merge with artificial intelligence, he says, in part 

to avoid a scenario where AI becomes so powerful it destroys the human race. Founded 

in 2017, Neuralink has worked hard to recruit scientists, something Mr Musk was still 

advertising for on Twitter last month. The device the company is developing consists of a 

tiny probe containing more than 3,000 electrodes attached to flexible threads thinner than 

a human hair, which can monitor the activity of 1,000 brain neurons. In its last update, 

more than a year ago, the company said it had carried out tests on a monkey that had been 

able to control a computer with its brain. It has also built a "neurosurgical robot" that it 

says can insert 192 electrodes into the brain every minute. University of Pittsburgh 

assistant professor of physical medicine and rehabilitation Jennifer Collinger described 

what Mr Musk was trying to do as "truly disruptive technology in a difficult space of 

medical technology". "Neuralink has significant resources and critically a team of 

scientists, engineers and clinicians working towards a common goal, which gives them a 

great chance of success," she said. But she added: "Even with these resources, medical-

device development takes time and safety needs to be a top priority, so I suspect the 

process may take longer than they have stated as their goals." Musk needs to work out 

how is own brain operates, addled with drugs and too much money before engaging other 

peoples brains, just saying. 

 

The practicality of quantum computing hangs on the integrity of the quantum bit, or 

qubit. Qubits, the logic elements of quantum computers, are coherent two-level systems 

that represent quantum information. Each qubit has the strange ability to be in a quantum 

superposition, carrying aspects of both states simultaneously, enabling a quantum version 

of parallel computation. Quantum computers, if they can be scaled to accommodate many 
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qubits on one processor, could be dizzyingly faster, and able to handle far more complex 

problems, than today's conventional computers. But that all depends on a qubit's integrity, 

or how long it can operate before its superposition and the quantum information are lost 

— a process called decoherence, which ultimately limits the computer run-time. 

Superconducting qubits — a leading qubit modality today — have achieved exponential 

improvement in this key metric, from less than one nanosecond in 1999 to around 200 

microseconds today for the best-performing devices. But researchers at MIT, MIT 

Lincoln Laboratory, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) have found that 

a qubit's performance will soon hit a wall. In a paper published today in Nature, the team 

reports that the low-level, otherwise harmless background radiation that is emitted by 

trace elements in concrete walls and incoming cosmic rays are enough to cause 

decoherence in qubits. They found that this effect, if left unmitigated, will limit the 

performance of qubits to just a few milliseconds. Given the rate at which scientists have 

been improving qubits, they may hit this radiation-induced wall in just a few years. To 

overcome this barrier, scientists will have to find ways to shield qubits — and any 

practical quantum computers — from low-level radiation, perhaps by building the 

computers underground or designing qubits that are tolerant to radiation's effects. 

 

To some in the alt media who should know and act better, my stance on technology has 

never waivered no matter who presents it, that is called being consistent. Some wish to 

play the divide and conquer game, my stance is to look at all possibilities as any 

respected researcher or broadcaster should do. If it makes me the bad guy for warning 

about technology whilst others jump at an opportunity, some with dollar signs flashing in 

their eyes, without going into all aspects of the technology, then I am happy to do so and 

allow the thinking people an opportunity to make their own informed choice. With that 

said and proof I do listen to both sides, here is a portion of a letter from a person who has 

used it, and we can add more narrative to the balance of the discussion, without blindly 

jumping into things, too few have any knowledge of, including me. I have had 2 sessions 

on a quantum biofeedback machine and I can tell you it works, it’s not new but been 

around for a long time. The drug and medical power brokers have tried to suppress it for 

years. It’s not for everyone, I believe this machine will not work on a bot or anyone who 

seriously is not interested in going within, doing their shadow work and healing their 

soul/spirit. There is no competition to doctors or nurses because bots need drugs to heal, 

high vibration beings do not. For those who are trying to go within and clear themselves 

this machine helps, some times the trauma is so deep the individual can not locate it, and 

for however it works the machine will detect it. It allows the client to look, think, ponder 

on the charge located by the machine and release the charge clearing the trauma that had 

been stored in the body/aura causing wrong thinking and ill health.  This is why I think it 

could help some PTSD patients, it is also why many will reject it; bots can’t understand 

it, it can’t be explained publicly on a broad scale. I spend the summer in high altitude and 

had difficulty breathing, I passed it off to altitude, the machine spotted pressure in the 
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chest. The technician asked me about it and “bam” I blew some unknown past life charge 

I did not know I had. Within an hour I was able to walk several miles without huffing, it 

wasn’t altitude, it also helped me with another personal matter I didn’t know I needed 

help with. Again this is not for everyone, no point in discussing this kind of technology. 

Bots will reject it; humans will find it on their own. The minute someone starts promoting 

a new technology with a broad brush, I know trouble is on its way. Some technology will 

attract bots such as new vaccines and a new drug while other healing technology will 

attract real humans. We who are awake know that. 

 

Frequencies can and are used for good and bad purposes like any other tech. The 

machines Kim and Tank mentioned are said to cost around 25k but do the same as the 

devices which are a few hundred £. The only difference being some devices you can test 

for up to 10,000 different ailments and dis-eases quickly and accurately using bio 

resonance frequencies - basically it finds an exact match to the disease thus giving a 

positive reading. This same method can be used to destroy mutated and rogue cells such 

as cancer - match the frequency and it shatters like glass. This is not new tech btw this 

has been known for over 100 years and greatly suppressed by big pharma because they 

would lose £BILLIONS. Royal Rife even had his frequency devices in hospitals all 

around NY but when after he died they was quickly removed and forgotten about (he was 

run over outside a hospital strangely enough - likely a hit by big pharma). Spooky2, 

BioCom, TrueRife, Quantum, BioMedis - they are just some of the bio resonance 

companies I have heard about and even used their devices. Some are a lot better designed 

than others but all are programmable and fairly easy to use. There’s pre programmed list 

(around 200+) and you can also manually input the frequency of your choice. 

 

Now I have prices for the packages and sessions are 3 sessions $250 follow up $85 for 

one hour, 90 mins is $125, 2 hours $185 5 hours $425, not $250 per hour, that is greed 

based and I am asking that person to reconsider the new way of operating of need not 

greed. 

 

RACE & DIVIDE & CONQUER ISSUES: Zimbabwe has offered to return land to 

foreign nationals whose farms were seized under a controversial government programme 

two decades ago. Thousands of white farmers were forced from their land, often 

violently, between 2000 and 2001. The seizures were meant to redress colonial-era land 

grabs but contributed to the country's economic decline and ruined relations with the 

West. A separate compensation scheme has been launched for local white farmers. They 

have not been offered land, but the government last month promised them $3.5bn 

(£2.6bn) for seized infrastructure. The farms were taken under a controversial land 

reform programme launched by former President Robert Mugabe. He argued that this 

was to redress colonial-era land grabs, when much of the country's best land was reserved 

for the white population and black farmers were forced onto marginal areas. Under the 
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programme, most of the country's 4,000 white farmers - then the backbone of 

Zimbabwe's agricultural economy - were forced from their land, which was handed over 

to about a million black Zimbabweans. Within 12 months many Zimbabweans were 

starving as they couldn't or wouldn't operate their own land, you see everyone needs help 

somewhere, and whites have been used as the scapegoats for the harvesting done by elite 

families at the request of Jewish elite peoples, the facts when presented and heard speak 

for themselves. 

 

The Greek government is being denounced by the National Confederation of Disabled 

People after it added pedophiles, exhibitionists, and kleptomaniacs to the list of disabled 

people entitled to state benefits. They have joined pyromaniacs, compulsive gamblers, 

fetishists and sadomasochists as persons entitled to ask for government assistance. For 

example, a pyromaniac or pedophile is now entitled to disability pay up to 35 percent 

while a diabetic is entitled to only 10 percent disability. Presumably, a diabetic pedophile 

could received 45 percent disability, so it would be a curious benefit for diabetics to 

claim an interest in children or fires or both. 

 

This is one story you will not find covered extensively in the media as it doesn't fit the 

profiles and labels they are directing people to follow. Antifa militant and convicted 

pedophile Blake David Hampe was arrested in the early hours of Saturday following his 

alleged stabbing of a black Trump supporter in Portland. The Trump supporter and 

conservative, who goes by the name Black Rebel on social media, posted several updates 

to his condition from the ambulance and hospital. In the Periscope livestream, he alleged 

that Hampe had stalked him and his group of friends for several blocks in Portland before 

stabbing him. Black Rebel stated that Antifa militants doxed his identity and posted his 

location on social media and advised each other to "watch out" for him. "That knife was 

long enough. He stabbed me to kill me," said Black Rebel, who says that he spotted 

Hampe, who was part of a group of Antifa following his group of friends for several 

blocks before he approached Hampe to ask why he was following them. The media are 

100% responsible for this man's injuries and all other violence ensuing on our streets, due 

to their racist, divisive and pathetic attempts to create discord amongst the populace with 

script driven narratives out of the agencies. Fair and balanced reporting which was never 

fully the case anyway, has now given way to rampant programming of the people that is 

destroying our way of life.  

 

In a world where everything is becoming politically correct, pedophiles on social media 

have seized a new opportunity to rebrand themselves as MAPS ("minor-attracted-

people"). The MAP community and movement are growing in size and picking up steam 

particularly on social media apps like Twitter, where the problem is becoming 

increasingly worse. They've constructed their own flag and often describe their attraction 

to children as a sexual orientation, rather than the scientifically recognized mental illness 
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that pedophilia is. The goal is the MAP community is to normalize pedophilia and 

convince those who are "woke" enough to begin to accept them and view them as a 

marginalized class. Their intent is to follow the blue-print of LGBT acceptance, with 

some even insisting that pedophiles should be included within the acronym. With the 

insidious growth of MAPs online, more and more of these individuals are feeling brave 

enough to post their faces and attitudes toward those who hate them. Traditionally, 

MAPS have always hidden behind cartoon profile pictures, as anonymity was the only 

shield they had against (rightfully) major backlash. That's changing though, and we can 

now see these individuals willing to show their true selves. I'm conflicted as to whether 

this new development of MAPs speaking out on social media with their real names and 

faces is a good thing or bad thing. On one hand, sunlight can be the best disinfectant, if 

their faces are readily visible and spread online, it could potentially protect children who 

may have otherwise been in their vicinity. If you're an anonymous pedophile online, no 

one knows who to protect their children from. On the other hand, there is something truly 

disturbing about the fact that there is an environment online being created where these 

monsters are comfortable enough to show their faces. It shows that their goal of 

acceptance and normalization is actually happening, at least to an extent. I agree with that 

piece 100%, they are trying to normalize it and avoid the penal justice alleged to be ready 

to launched by the Q following, delaying it only allows these maligned people an 

opportunity to promote their criminality and delete justice. 

 

JK Rowling has said she is giving back an award associated with the US Kennedy family, 

after being criticised for her views on gender and trans issues. The author was given the 

Ripple of Hope honour by the Robert F Kennedy Human Rights organisation last year. 

But earlier this month, its president Kerry Kennedy said views expressed by Rowling 

recently "diminished the identity" of trans people, Rowling says Kennedy's implication 

that she is transphobic is "incorrect". Does anybody ask why we have to know the 

identity of transsexuals? It is classic contradictin ma contradictions again, on one hand 

we wish to live in peace as ordinary people, on the other please recognize our identity, 

which is it to be? The Harry Potter writer sparked controversy in June for posting tweets 

which took issue with the phrase "people who menstruate", Rowling objected to the 

avoidance of the use of the word "women". "I respect every trans person's right to live 

any way that feels authentic and comfortable to them," she wrote. "At the same time, my 

life has been shaped by being female, I do not believe it's hateful to say so." Earlier this 

month, Kennedy posted a statement online, which read: "I have spoken with JK Rowling 

to express my profound disappointment that she has chosen to use her remarkable gifts, 

to create a narrative that diminishes the identity of trans and non-binary people, 

undermining the validity and integrity of the entire transgender community. "One that 

disproportionately suffers from violence, discrimination, harassment, and exclusion and, 

as a result, experiences high rates of suicide, suicide attempts, homelessness, and mental 

and bodily harm. I have no time for these types of people offending by everything, do 
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nothing of value and just create word salads all day to find faults in every word or 

sentence spoken. Ran like bots by think tank clowns on what to say, how to say it, create 

labels of division and upset everybody is the mean time, do us all a favor and shut the 

fuck up with your banal rhetoric and speech patterns, the people have had enough of your 

bullshit and we have far more pressing things to deal with. 

 

As Europe applies the directives and timelines of Event 201 and masks are now being 

made compulsory right on schedule. Meanwhile, a group called "Querdenken" (Think 

outside the box) is challenging a Berlin ban on a march on Saturday against Covid-19 

restrictions. The protest has already seen 22,000 people sign up. A march on 1 August 

attracted around 20,000 people, made up of mainly Covid-deniers and far-right activists. 

You can say thanks to the MI5 and Mossad who run the BBC for those new word salad 

games Covid deniers and far right. Like last week the WHO doing a 53 page document of 

how to engage vaccine deniers. Clowns and their labels game will ramp up now with 

their guilt and shame tactics to force compliance, let use their own label for those who do 

that shall we, it is called fascism, their antics are gender bullying, trans bullying, gay and 

lesbian bullying, racial bullying, culture bullying and anti human rights, which makes 

those people transphobic, homophobic, anti goyim and racists. Why do you think the 

largest demonstrations are centered in one country in Europe, namely Germany? Because 

they have seen the same shit based program ran on them less than a 100 years ago and it 

sticks in their psyche. The German people are seeing it for what it is, fascist dictatorship 

against the people, and unlike the deliberate program ran on and against the German 

people around WW2, this is not just against or for one color, this is a sustained attack on 

humanity en masse. People of the world this is not the time to follow orders from your 

higher ups, this fascist anti human program has to be stopped, and now. We are now 

going from lockdown to full on police state, whilst bot like people walk us into a tyrannic 

world that will be real ugly. This is what we face, this is what I warned about months and 

years back, they are creating a new way of life, new normal, new chaos, new fascism, 

new Nazism and new world of disorder. A world that disrespects humans, their rights and 

their free expression based in a world of machines All the campaigners globally for the 

various new normal label word salad games, like feminists, transsexuals, gay and lesbian, 

non binary need to shut up about their agency script given rights as whilst you spend 

weeks, months and years talking shite, these psychopaths are going to trample all over 

you like nothing ever before. I am not being funny here but, promoting your sexuality 

looks and feels ugly to most people, and they are destroying the love aspects of making 

love and turning into an industry that resembles porn. It cheapens you and the act, go and 

fight for something more useful than the exhibitionist and voyeuristic tendencies you are 

promoting, of look at me I am (insert label). I will probably get some flak for those 

comments, but it is the truth, too many are content to pussy foot around with word salad 

mind games and political correctness, whilst the real focus on real matters are 

overlooked. Blacks and all these gender based elements are acting like the latter and 
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modern day Jews, of we are more special than the rest, the question remains is, how has 

that worked out for the Jewish people? It didn't work out for them at all, it created envy 

and violence against them, put many millions of them in poverty, whilst the Zionist rulers 

used them like pawns also, are you getting the picture yet? if not, wake the fuck up. Black 

Lives Matter, the latest agency and think tank distraction ploy, you need to quit your 

stupidity and realize, like the gender based groups you are all being played like pawns. 

The Black people are being set up by the Zionist elements to rise up against all other 

peoples, as laid out by Israel Cohen in 1912, in other words they are being set up to 

smash the other peoples. Then when there is only the black people with any status, they 

will crush you, and use the other colors to do so, the classic divide and conquer. 

Remember the rise and how you trample on people, because when the fall comes those 

people en masse will kick you much harder on the way down. Here is a reminder of the 

Israel Cohen speech: "We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial 

tensions. By propounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries they 

have been oppressed by whites, we can mold them into the program of The Communist 

party. We will invest to instill in the whites, a guilt complex over their exploitation of the 

negroes. We will aid the negroes to rise in prominence in every walk of life, in the 

professions and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the negro 

will be able to intermarry with the whites, and begin a process which will deliver 

America to our cause." Do you get the message now of what they are doing to you? 

 

I am calling on the many, many good black people to take a stand and teach your 

communities better ways and values, those who represent you now, are acting like 

terrorists, setting fire and destroying everything and re-enforcing the stereotype of black 

people being violent and destructive. No one in the general public believes you don't have 

the right to peaceful protest of crimes committed against your people, and many will 

support you in that stance, because funny enough those same crimes against our peoples 

are happening as well, and in greater numbers. But you will not garner support being 

violent, setting fire to peoples property, intimidating the other people and using racist 

slogans like black lives matter, all lives matter and whilst you focus on one thing and 

oblivious to the world around you, tyranny against peoples of all colors is abound. You 

have fallen for the classic sleight of hand trick again, distraction, divide and conquer, 

elevated self importance all the traits and programs that humans as collective regularly 

fall for, time and time again. It didn't work previously and will not work now, the only 

thing the people haven't tried yet is, coming together as one. Now more than ever in this 

version of civilization do we all need to come together, our very existence and lifestyles 

are under permanent threat by psychotic people who wish to dehumanize us at a rapid 

pace, using poisons and machines to crush us all into the ground. Think different for 

fucks sakes. 
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Two pieces that confirm more of our FRWL series I found more details on this week is 

this. The Jews, according to Blavatsky, were a "tribe descended from the Tchandalas of 

India," oops Echoes of "the 19th century prejudice about 'northern' Aryans who were 

confronted on Indian soil with black barbarians [...] can still be heard in some modern 

studies. 

 

Is the electro magnetic force which is the veil, a corruption of life force energy? 

Kundalini is a electromagnetic force of which the sex force is a part. The base chakra is 

the sex chakra. which the adepts know how to play. By adepts they mean the elite and 

dark magicians elements. The unseen hand behind all the seeming spiritism of these 

orders, is a system of a very subtle and cunning hypnotism and suggestion. Further the 

aim of this group like that of all subversive esoteric orders, is, by means as such 

processes as eurhythmics, meditations, symbols, ceremonies and formulas, to awaken this 

force and produce false Illumination, for the purpose of obtaining Spiritual seership, 

which is at most clairvoyance or clairaudience etc. The ceremonies of the order are 

hypnotic, and by suggestion create the necessary mental and astral atmosphere, hypnotize 

and prepare to be the willing tools in the hands of the controlling adepts, which are the 

gurus. Black Magic is based on electromagnetic power, hypnotic and powerful 

suggestion.  

 

"The type of information, which a developing individual will absorb, its quality and 

variety influences very much whether the development of a certain individual will stop at 

the stage of rea-soning man or proceed to the stage of highly developed man. These are 

active stages of development which are realized through action. When a person acts, he 

makes the knowledge he has acquired run through him and, using the true knowledge 

correctly, he achieves comprehension. When knowledge turns into a living stream which 

completely fills the acting person, converting him from a user into a creator. Thus, a 

developing man reaches enlightenment by knowledge and from this moment he starts 

developing into a highly developed man. At this evolutional stage there is no limit to 

development." This is what we have tried to develop here at THI, despite our detractors 

and critics, and many of you have had varying degrees of success doing so, as evidenced 

by our recent Zoom call. As the deliverer of the knowledge I am often seen as mister bad 

guy and the trigger man. Telling you things that disturb you, revealing your inner 

traumas, some feel our show is negative, some feel I blame the people too much, some 

even accuse me of racism, but each and everyone of those with those sentiments are not 

actually projecting at me, but themselves, once you fully grasp the self. Our show is 

triggering, not to upset you or annoy you, but to get you to address the issues we all have 

and face including me. People think I am the projection screen when they look in the 

mirror, but the person in the mirror is not me no matter how many times you convince 

yourselves, you are playing the lies and illusion game. It was always you in the mirror 

looking back at you when you have not developed enough within yourself, the true you is 
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behind you watching you and the person in the mirror playing mind games with yourself. 

So I will continue to play the bad guy, the negative guy and the trigger man, until we all 

develop ourselves into better people, and take all the flak your personas hands out, I have 

enough self mastery, wisdom and thick enough skin to handle it, all with the knowledge 

many of you have received it in the right way, and developed into far better people than 

when you started your THI journey.  

 

 


